What is Assignment Linking in HelioCampus Assessment & Credentialing?
Assignment Linking is the process of creating “links” or relationships between key assignments (e.g. student work, rubric criteria*, individual quiz questions*) and learning and accreditation outcomes, as well as competencies.

Why do Assignment Linking?
Assignment linking allows instructors and program coordinators to support their institution in their assessment efforts by capturing direct assessment data on existing key assignments and connecting them to outcomes and standards to improve student learning and inform continuous improvement efforts.

How does this benefit me as an instructor?
As an instructor, Assignment Linking offers the following:

- With just one click, your assignment, student work, rubric criteria* or even individual quiz questions* can be linked and feed reports at the institution, program, or accreditor outcome/competency, or all of the above.
- Once the linkages are made, assessment data is collected automatically through the duration of the course and made accessible to key stakeholders, eliminating duplicative and manual processes for gathering and reporting this data. You can spend less time collecting assessment data and more time teaching your courses.
- This linking process is done once, and it copies over every term with each administration of the course as long as the assignment does not change. In other words, you link just once and can report out at multiple levels over time.
- You can adjust how these measures are calculated based on proficiency scales.

How do I do Assignment Linking in the platform?
LEARN MORE
youtu.be/sum_x Zw51D4

*dependent on LMS provider.